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SYNOPSIS 

 

 

Beth Lawrence Brown is the biological sister of a female activist named 

Margaret Lawrence Brown. Margaret is active in the campaign to free women 

from the bondage of prostitution are controlled by a mafia boss named Enzio 

Bassalino . Businesses feel threatened by a campaign that is always performed by 

Margaret , Enzio decided to hire a hit man to kill Marcusi Alicio named Margaret 

. The assassins carry out their duties with a shot right in the forehead Margaretdan 

her down and killed. Margaret’s death makes Beth Lawrence Brown, his half-

sister Lara Crichton, his close friend and her boyfriend Rio Java Dukey K. W 

illiam feel very upset and lost. Beth is having closeness as brothers with Margaret 

wanted to take revenge. So also with the desire Dukey Bassalino family perished. 

Beth realized that he faced an enemy who is superior and has a weakness 

for almost dropped, except his beloved third son named Frank Bassalino, Nick 

Bassalino, and Angelo Bassalino. Of her three children, Enzio most loving his 

first child, Frank. Beth is assisted by his half-sister and a Margaret Crichton 

Lara’s best friend Rio Java, create a plan for revenge by destroying family life 

Bassalino . Only by destroying the hearts and feelings of Enzio Bassalino they 

think it is enough to avenge the death of Margaret. They did not come to kill. By 

utilizing the beauty, intelligence, and body attractiveness, the three of them will be 

close, permeate, influence, and destroying lives Enzio’s three sons so that they 

feel the agony. In his journey, Beth who has strong ambitions, targeting Enzio’s 

first son named Frank Bassalino. Frank was married. He has a wife named Mary 

Ann August and three small children. 
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By posing as a teacher for a third less children Frank, Beth is able to enter 

and stay in the Frank family. Beth shows her feminine side to approach her and 

make her fall Frank. Although this is not easy but Beth finally able to make Frank 

fell into her arms. Beth who looks innocent Frank is very deceptive. Until they get 

the closeness and intimate, they are having sex in some night. Frank was crazy 

about Beth and wants to be her. Until it makes Frank feel bored with his wife and 

they often hit quarrel. Frank peak maul her to death. Frank realized his actions 

feel very guilty and frustrated with his life. It is as if in accordance with what has 

been planned by Beth in the beginning. That is not to kill, but to make his life 

destroyed. Beth Since basically just an ordinary woman, not a murderer. 

But all plan ends when Dukey K. William, who was not quite see 

Bassalino destroyed, made two bombings against Bassalino. The first successful 

bombing killed at Enzio’s first son, Frank. This event occurs when Frank finished 

the funeral of his wife. On the way home, the car he was driving was hit by a 

bomb until he was killed instantly. The incident is getting made Enzio Basaalino 

getting ruined, because Frank was very proud he had died. Enzio not say anything 

after her son was killed. He tried to find the bomber. But before he succeeded, 

Enzio has been murdered by his first wife named Rose Bassalino who also has a 

grudge against Enzio because he had killed her. 
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